The Perfect Alibi! To Have New Set

As an entirely new stage set will be a feature of the Campus Play­order's production of "The Perfect Alibi." New Homecoming committee appointed to revise curtain and stage design. New members of the board for next year will be announced at the first meeting of the new board on November 4. The new board will consist of the following officers: President, William F. Byrnes; Vice President, Charles S. Pinkham; Secretary, John E. Thompson; and Treasurer, Richard B. Bowers.
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Nov. 21-23 Competition to Have Groups from Colorado

Median of the CPS debate squad was announced to teams at the meeting of the debate club held recently in the auditorium.

Auditors will be on hand for the first debate on the night of the 22, at 12:00 A.M. The debate will be held in the auditorium and will be open to the public.
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SOLITUDE OF WORRY

Nothing is wrong. Awareness of the spiritual voids of man.

It is hard for me to understand how anyone can be conscious of the spiritual voids of man. I have often wondered what it is that makes the difference between the man who has faith and the man who does not. Perhaps the answer lies in the way in which we perceive the world around us. To some, the world is a place of beauty and wonder, full of miracles and mystery. To others, it is a place of chaos and confusion, where nothing makes sense and everything seems to be in constant flux.

The key to understanding the spiritual voids of man may lie in our ability to perceive the world around us. Some people seem to be able to see the beauty in even the most mundane of things, while others are unable to see anything beyond the surface. It is this ability to perceive the world around us that sets us apart from one another, and it is this ability that may be responsible for the spiritual voids of man.

The next time you find yourself feeling lonely or isolated, take a moment to reflect on the world around you. What do you see? What do you hear? What do you feel? These are the things that will help you to understand the spiritual voids of man and to find your place in the world.

No book, no class planning, no worldly goods. Just man and nature. A world of peace and tranquility. A world where the only thing that matters is the moment in which you find yourself. And in that moment, you will find the answers to the questions that have been haunting you for so long.
Barbs Schedule Evening Party

A surprising bust and party in the college gym is being planned by the Taft Dodge group for Tuesday evening, October 23. All dependents are cordially invited and the affair will begin at 7:45. A charge of fifteen cents will cover the cost of refreshments.

Miss Daisy Nabers is general chairman of the party, and Bob Hurst is in charge of entertainments. Miss Anita Sherman and Miss Betty Wiercio are assistant chairmen for refreshments. Miss Nancy Power Fowler is head of the decorations committee, and Miss Jean Smith will be in charge of dancing.

'NUMS, POM-POMS FOR GAME TONITE

Misses, pom-poms, and a good deal of Ye College spirit will be given out by the Spurs troops of the F1G-OV game. Color for pom-poms will be maroon and white, and the cheerleaders will sell for twenty-five cents.

Miss Marjorie Wieloski was chosen the Queen and will have a throne of honor in the Spirit float in the pep parade today.

Announces Pledgeings

The pledge list of Alpha Chi Omega is enlarged with the addition of oranges Elvin, Ruby Dorin, Dave Fuhrer, and A1 Del Ten their Beta pledge group.

Gordon Tuell to Have Leading Part in Foreclosure Play

Gordon Tuell, a 15-year-old STR, plans new deal next year, and work is in progress in a scholarship at Oregon State in Forest Service. Tuell, a member of the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity, will have the leading role in the November production of the Institute's dramatic department. The play is called "Taft General," a Russian novel. Tuell also broke into front-page news recently when he and two other Tuohy students appeared in the Pittsburgh Stereophonics. The news was presented in an article at the time it was held up.

FENCE TURNOUTS

P unfencing turnout will be held every Monday at 5:30, starting on this Monday. Everyone interested is urged to come out. The number of freshmen is small in attendance, and the number of upperclassmen turnout will determine the size of the supply equipment.

Alberston Heads YMCA Group

Le members of the Club held Tuesday day during October period in rooms 115. Dr. Tuell's was concentrated in the Eastman Kodak Stores. The Ymca was elected president, with Miss Caroline Wilson, secretary, and Miss Alice Whitt, treasurer; and Misses Grace Bumont and Miss Linda Smith. This group will meet later with Miss Tuell to formulate plans for the coming year.

Misses of the student body's Greek section are urged to be present next Tuesday, room 115, to hear the interesting programs of the coming term. This organization is open to all and is the purpose of good fellowship and development of the social life.

The dates have been set as Tuesday, room 115, to hear the interesting programs of the coming term. This organization is open to all and is the purpose of good fellowship and development of the social life.
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Cross Country
Trials to Be Held Soon

Candidates for College of Puget Sound's first intercollegiate cross country track team will soon be named and practices began in preparation for their meet in November. Turnouts are expected to be large.

The inter-schmorgle course has been altered to appeal to CPS, although Whitman's teams boast victories over Washington State and the University of Idaho. Lack of material and time have placed Coach Geo Frank at a disadvantage.

Aptitudes are used to make their intentions known in either Bob Myers or Chuck Franklin as soon as possible.

Both are anxious to get their team together and be ready for the big meet and as a result they decided the Meet by a large margin, 7 to 6. Rain throughout the course was responsible for the delay and the meet was dropped with very poor results proved to be the deciding factor.

Long Horn Called Back

With fourth down gained at 6, Idaho thanks to 7 to 6 in the third quarter, Whitman faced the Loggers 60 times. Both were, so to speak, the ferocious animal and the logger and while the logger was a brute and the ferocious animal a fighter, the logger was the winner.

Somehow the former outmaneuvered the latter and the judges placed the ferocious animal in the center of the field to be made available to the logger for another chance at the end zone.

The independents were on the same mower; a scoring pass from Hammon to Tuttle after a long pass to Wallingford.

Second Wind
By Gust

Combating the elements, and playing a team composed of four players (nine being eligible), proved to be too much for the Loggers and as a result they decided the Meet by a large margin, 7 to 6. Rain throughout the course was responsible for the delay and the meet was dropped with very poor results proved to be the deciding factor.
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